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Abstract

A large-area Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) with a total active surface of 160×10 cm2 was built and
tested. The surface was segmented into two 5-cm wide strips readout on both ends with customized, very
high speed, front-end electronics.

A timing resolution  σ = 50-75 ps, with an efficiency for Minimum Ionizing Particles (MIPs) larger
than 95%, was attained over the whole active area, in addition to the position resolution along the strips of
1.2 cm. Despite the large active area per electronic channel, the observed timing resolution is remarkably
close to the one previously obtained (σ = 50 ps) with much smaller chambers of about 10 cm2 area.

These results open the perspective of extending the application of timing RPCs to large-area arrays
exposed to moderate particle multiplicities, where the low cost, good time resolution, insensitivity to the
magnetic field, and compact mechanics may be attractive when compared with the standard
scintillator-based Time-of-Flight (TOF) technology.

1 Introduction
The development of timing Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) [1] opened a possibility to build large-granularity

high-resolution TOF systems with considerable cost reduction per channel when compared to standard scintillator-based
technology.

Previous research has shown a timing resolution of better than 50 ps σ at 99% efficiency in single, four-gap

chambers [2], and an average timing resolution of 88 ps σ with an average efficiency of 97% in a 32 channel system
[3]. It has also been shown that each amplifying gap of 0.3 mm thickness has a detection efficiency of close to 75% and
that the avalanche develops under the influence of a strong space charge effect [4]. A Monte Carlo model of the
avalanche development reproduced well the observed data, confirming the dominant role of space charge effects in
these detectors [5].

Although timing RPCs have so far been built with relatively small active areas per electronic readout channel (on
the order of 10 cm2), and are compatible with the high-multiplicity requirements of High-Energy Heavy Ion Physics,
there is a number of possible applications in lower multiplicity environments ([6], [7]) for more coarsely segmented
counters.

Having in mind such applications, in this paper we describe the structure and performance of a large counter, with

an active area of 160×10 cm2, readout by only 2 or 4 electronic channels.
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2 Detector Description

The detector consisted of 3-mm thick float-glass plates with an area of 160×12 cm2, and a measured bulk resistivity

of 2×1012 Ω cm. The stack of plates, with attached copper foil1 electrode strips (see Fig. 1), was mounted on a
supporting 1-cm thick acrylic plate. Controlled pressure was applied to the stack by means of regularly spaced
spring-loaded plastic bars. Four gas gaps were defined by glass fibers of 0.3 mm diameter, placed between the glass
plates located beneath the pressing bars.

Figure 1: Pictures and schematic drawings of the detector.

Six individual electrode strips, with dimensions of 160×5 cm2, were connected in two independent multi layer

groups with a 1-mm wide pitch. The arrangement defined an active area of 160×10 cm2, leaving uncovered a 1-cm wide
region on the outer rim of the glass plates.

The ends of each group were connected via a short 50 Ω coaxial cable (see Fig. 1) to preamplifiers placed inside the
gas volume, whose signal was fed through gas tight connectors to external amplifier-discriminator boards. The front-
end chain was custom-made from commercially available analogue and digital integrated circuits, yielding measured

timing and charge resolutions of 10 ps σ and 3.2 fC σ, respectively [8]. For stability reasons, the discriminators had a
built-in dead time of 1 µs after each detected pulse contributing to the overall counter inefficiency.

High voltage of ~6 kV was applied to the outer strips via 10 MΩ resistors and the signal traveling in these strips was
fed to the shielding of the signal cables via 2.2 nF high-voltage capacitors (see Fig. 1). The central wire of the signal
cables was connected directly to the central strips and to the preamplifier’s inputs. To avoid the use of floating
electrodes the glass plates, placed in the middle of each (upper and lower) half of the detector, had thin copper
electrodes glued along their lateral edges, and were kept by a resistive voltage divider at half of the voltage applied to
the outer strips.

                                                                        
1 3M conductive-adhesive copper tape.
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The detector, high voltage distribution network, and preamplifiers were placed inside a gas-tight aluminium
enclosure that was kept under a continuous flow of a nonflammable gas mixture consisting of
85% C2H2F4

† + 10% SF6 + 5% iso-C4H10 [9], at a flow rate close to 100 cm3/min.

3 Test Setup and Data Acquisition
The tests were performed at the CERN PS using a secondary beam (T11) at 3.5 GeV, with mainly negative pions,

during August 2000 run. The spills were 0.3 s long and spaced by a few seconds apart. Most tests were done with a
defocused beam that illuminated the detector over a region of a few hundred cm2.

A pair of plastic scintillation counters (Bicron BC420) measuring 8×3×2 cm3 and readout on each face 3×2 cm2 by a
fast photomultiplier (Hamamatsu H6533) provided the reference time information. Both counters had a timing

resolution close to 35 ps (σ) and a defined coincidence (trigger) area of 2×2 cm2, placed upstream from the RPC.

The data acquisition system, based on the CAMAC standard, was triggered by the coincidence of both timing and
scintillation counters.

After obtaining a valid trigger, the four timing signals from the reference scintillation counters and the RPC were
digitized by a LeCroy 2229 TDC. A LeCroy 2249W ADC, operated with a gate of 300 ns, digitized the corresponding
charge information. The TDC was calibrated using an Ortec 240 time calibrator and the ADC was calibrated by
injecting in the preamplifiers a known amount of charge via the test inputs.

4 Data Analysis
Prior to any analysis, the TDC digitization error was taken into account by adding to each data value a random

number distributed in the interval [-0.5, 0.5], and the events were selected by external and internal cuts.

After data cuts were obtained, the events were attributed to the strip showing the largest charge signal; the data from
each strip was analyzed separately.

4.1 External Cuts
To clear the data from beam-related artefacts, i.e., multi particle events or scattered particles, several cuts were made

based on the information collected from the timing scintillators. The events selected for further analysis had to comply
with the following requirements:

- the difference between the TOF information from the timing scintillators (time average between both ends of a

counter) should agree within ±2σ of the mean value;

- the position information from each timing scintillator (time difference between both ends of a counter) should be

within ±2σ of the respective mean value2;

- the charge measured on each timing scintillator should lie between the 5% and the 95% percentiles of the

respective (strongly non-Gaussian) distribution.

All these distributions show wide tails beyond the specified cuts, which in turn generates corresponding tails in the
time response of the RPC (see Sction 4.5).

Typically, about 50% of the events were accepted for analysis after external cuts were made.

4.2 Internal Cuts
The time difference between both strip ends (independent of the details of the avalanche development process and

dependent only on its position) shows large bilateral tails that were cut at ±2σ of the mean value3. This cut had a
negligible effect on the time resolution of the counter, but it strongly reduced the amount of timing tails close to the
strip ends (see Section 4.5). Tighter cuts have less influence and presumably the remaining timing tails are mostly due

                                                                        
† Commercially known as R134a.
2 The position spread was mainly related to the width of the 2×2 cm2 coincidence-selected trigger region.
3 Note that the same type of cut was applied to the timing scintillator data.
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to the physical processes related to the onset and development of the avalanche (depending, for instance, on applied
voltage - see Section 5.4).

It should be noted that when the quality of the trigger was enhanced by requiring an additional coincidence with a

small (0.3×0.6 cm2) scintillator placed downstream from the RPC, the amount of tails became negligible (see Figure 8)
and the cut mentioned above had little effect on the results, suggesting that the need for such a cut arises mainly due to
beam quality limitations.

For an accurate correction of the measured time as a function of charge and to decrease the amount of timing tails
seen by the RPC without significant efficiency loss, a 1% cut was made in the lower part of the RPC charge distribution
(see Fig. 2). (The RPC charge was defined as the sum of the charges sensed on both ends of each strip.)

Figure 2: Typical fast charge4 distribution in logarithmic and linear (inset) scales.

4.3 Detection Efficiency
The detection efficiency for each strip was determined after the external cuts and before the internal cuts were made.

The impact of the (optional) internal cuts should be subtracted from the efficiency values given in all figures.

Two different definitions of detection efficiency were formed by the ratio of the following quantities to the total
number of events:

- the number of events yielding an amount of charge in the RPC larger than the upper limit of the ADC pedestal

distribution (charge efficiency);

- the number of events for which valid time was measured in the RPC (time efficiency).

In principle, both definitions should yield similar results except if a considerable amount of inter-strip crosstalk will
be present. In this case the crosstalk signal, not being galvanically coupled, will not contribute to any net charge but
may induce a voltage level above the discriminating threshold, generating a valid-time event.

4.4 Position Accuracy
A position-dependent timing information can be formed for each event by the time difference between both strip

ends. This information was calibrated with respect to a known displacement of the RPC and it was charge-corrected in a
manner similar to the TOF information (Section 4.5).

                                                                        
4 Electronic component of the signal.
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4.5 Timing Accuracy
In principle, position-independent timing (TOF) information can be formed for each event by averaging the time

measured on both strip ends. However, it was found that close to the extremes of the counter, the TOF information was
correlated with the position information and a linear correction could be applied to the former as a function of the later.
Data will be presented with and without this position correction.

Figure 3: Typical time vs. log (charge) correlation plot, showing the calculated time-charge correction curve (thin
line) and the average slope (thick line).

The TOF information strongly correlates (see Fig. 3) also with the measured signal charge and the correction was
made along the lines described in Ref. [2]. The method automatically determines and corrects the contribution of the
reference counters time jitter.

The resulting time distribution was not purely Gaussian, showing a bilateral excess of events (timing tails)

exemplified in Figure 4. We opted to separately characterize the main timing resolution figure (σ) and the amount of
timing tails, since the later can, or cannot, be important, depending on the application.

The main resolution figure was determined by a Gaussian fit to the corrected time distribution (with 5 ps bins)

within ±1.5 σ of the mean value, and the timing tails were characterized as the fraction of events whose distance to the

mean value exceeds 300 ps. For a purely Gaussian distribution with σ ≤ 100 ps, the fraction should be smaller than
0.3%.

For each run the time vs. log (charge) correlation curve, which is almost linear, was characterized by the average
time, charge, and slope (see Fig. 3). This information was used to assess the stability of the time-charge correlation and
the need for separate correction curves at different positions along the counter.
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Figure 4: Typical time distribution (from strip B at X = -30 cm) after charge correction in logarithmic and linear

(inset) scales. The thick line corresponds to a Gaussian curve fitted within ±1.5 σ to determine the main
resolution figure (after correction for the contribution of the start counters (see Section 4.5) the timing

resolution for this example is σt=53 ps). The dashed line corresponds to the extension of the fitted

Gaussian to ±3.5 σ. Timing tails were defined as the fraction of events whose absolute time deviation
from the average was larger than 300 ps, which amount in this example to 0.4 %.

5 Results and Discussion
In the following discussion, we will refer to the position of the center of the trigger region along and across the strips

as, respectively, the X and Y coordinates, defining the origin of the coordinate system in the geometrical center of the
counter.
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Figure 5: Several quantities of interest as a function of the position of the center of the trigger region across the
strips. a) Charge and time efficiency. The lower curve corresponds to the fraction of events that show a
measurable amount of charge in both strips. The superimposed dashed lines indicate the position of the
copper strips, and the outer dotted lines indicate the edge of the glass plates. b) Timing resolution with a
separate analysis in each position and when all events for each strip are analysed simultaneously. The
solid triangles correspond to data taken with both strips connected together. c) Same as b), for the timing
tails.

5.1 Detection Efficiency and Crosstalk
Charge and time efficiency curves as a function of Y (for X=0) are shown in Fig. 5a. The fraction of events inducing

a measurable amount of charge in both strips is also shown, probably corresponding to avalanches occurring close to the
inter-strip region.

When the trigger region was fully contained within a single strip, the charge and time efficiencies closely match for
that strip, while the opposing strip shows very reduced charge efficiency and a considerable (from 80% to 90%) time
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efficiency. This large crosstalk level (see Section 4.3), actually to be expected on such long strips, did not significantly
affect the timing characteristics of the device, but would affect its multi hit capability.

Figure 6: Several quantities of interest as a function of the position of the center of the trigger region along the
strips. a) Time efficiency, better than 95%; b) Time resolution with and without position correction,

ranging from 50 to 90 ps σ (50 to 75 ps σ with position-dependent time correction). c) Timing tails with
and without position correction, smaller than 2%. In all figures, the solid triangles correspond to data
taken with both strips connected together.

In Fig. 6a the time efficiency is shown as a function of X (for Y = ±3 cm, corresponding essentially to the center of
each strip). The measurements were generally taken in steps of 7.5 cm except for a region of strip A, between 0 and 20
cm, that was scanned in steps of 1.5 cm to assure that at least one measurement contained a spacer.

The values range between 95% and 98%, being slightly larger for strip A. This small difference can be attributed to
slight differences in the gain of the front-end electronics chain. However, it should be noted that a smaller chamber of
similar construction has shown a time efficiency above 99% [2]. The slightly reduced efficiency found in the present
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counter can be attributed to a poorer trigger quality, evidenced by the tails visible in the scintillators time and position
information (see Section 4.1), and to a much larger sensitive area that collects a larger event rate from the wide beam
(see the discussion about the discriminators dead-time in Section 3).

The combination of both strip signals into a single amplifier for each end of the counter, doubling the active area per
amplifier, caused absolutely no degradation in the detection efficiency. Also no influence from the spacers could be
found in the fine-step scan.

5.2 Timing Accuracy

5.2.1 Timing Resolution

The timing resolution is shown as a function of Y (for X = 0) in Fig. 5b. It ranges from 58 to 76 ps (σ) across the
counter, including both the outer edges and the inter-strip region. Since in a real application there would be no
possibility to determine the avalanche position along Y, in the same figure we also present the resolution figure
(horizontal lines) obtained by analysing a data set for each strip containing equal number of events from each position,

yielding 67 to 76 ps (σ) for strips A and B, respectively.

In Figure 6b, we show the timing resolution as a function of X (for Y = ±3 cm). Most data points range from 50 to

70 ps σ, except for two regions, around -20 cm and -70 cm, where the resolution was degraded to 80 and 90 ps σ,
respectively. This degradation most probably has a local mechanical origin, since it is not symmetrical with the counter
geometry and are not identical for both strips.

The combination of both strip signals into a single amplifier for each end of the detector, doubling the active area
per amplifier, caused absolutely no degradation in the time resolution of the device. Also no clear influence from the
spacers could be found in the fine-step scan.

5.2.2 Timing Tails
The magnitude of the timing tails is shown as a function of Y (for X = 0) in Fig. 5c. The tails do not exceed 2% of

the total number of events, being smaller than 1% in the center of the strips. The effect is larger in the outer edges than
in the inner strip edges, possibly because no attempt was made to sharply reduce the electric field at the strip edges (the
glass plates extend up to 1 cm, beyond the copper strips). Avalanches occurring in this space will induce currents, both
in the strips and in the enclosing gas box, creating a position-dependent induced charge fluctuation that may cause
timing errors. A similar phenomenon can be perceived in the space between the strips, where the induced charge was
shared among the strips in a position-dependent manner (see also Fig. 5a).

In Fig. 5c, we also present the values obtained by analyzing for each strip a data set (horizontal lines) containing an
equal number of events from each position, yielding tails of 1% for both strips.

In Fig. 5c, we show the amount of timing tails as a function of X (for Y = ±3 cm). Strip B shows tails generally
below 1.0%, raising up to 1.5% close to the counter extremities. Strip A shows larger tails, up to 2% over the whole
counter. A possible reason for this difference, that doesn’t appear in the Y-scan (Fig. 5c), could be a momentary beam
quality fluctuation.

The combination of both strip signals into a single amplifier for each side of the detector, doubling the active area
per amplifier, caused absolutely no degradation in the amount of tails and no clear influence from the spacers could be
found in the fine-step scan.
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Figure 7: Several quantities related to the time-charge correlation curve (see Figure 3) are plotted as a function of
the position of the trigger region along the strips5. a) Variations of the average measured time, covering a
range of 400 ps. b) Average measured charge, which shows little variation along the counter. c) The
average slope shows considerable variations along the counter, particularly an the left-hand side, where a
poorer time resolution is also visible (see Figure 6). d) Joint analysis of a data set containing an equal
number events from each of the positions indicated by the extent of the horizontal lines: the right-hand
side is only weakly affected by position dependent effects, while the left-hand side would require a more
finely segmented calibration procedure.

                                                                        
5 It should be stressed that these variations can be corrected by calibration, using the position information given by the

time difference between both strip ends (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8: a) Time difference between both strip ends, as a function of the position of the trigger region along the
strips. There is an accurately linear dependency (evidenced by the small residues shown in b)), with a
slope of 70.9 ps/cm, corresponding to a signal propagation velocity of 14.1 cm/ns. c) The width of the
trigger region was reduced to 3 mm in the X direction, and the spread of the time difference was
compared with a measured displacement of 5.0 cm, yielding a position accuracy of 12 mm σ.

5.2.3 Variations of the Measured Time and Charge Along the Counter
Due to mechanical or electrical inhomogeneities, position dependent charge and time variations along the counter

are expected. This effect should be corrected by calibration, using the counter’s position resolution (discussed in
Section 4.4).

In Fig. 7, we show the variations of time (a), charge (b) and of the slope of time vs. the log(charge) correlation curve

(c), represented in Fig. 3, as a function of X (for Y = ±3 cm). Variations of the average time by about 400 ps are
apparent along with large changes of the time vs. log(charge) correlation slope, while the average charge remains
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relatively stable. It should be noted that the large slope variations visible in the left-hand side of Fig. 7c correlate well
with the degradation of the time resolution visible in the same region of Fig. 6b.

To directly evaluate the influence of these position dependencies on the time resolution of the counter as a function
of the segmentation of the calibration procedure along X, we have combined an equal number of events from adjacent
positions along strip B and analysed jointly the resulting data set. The results are shown in Fig. 7d: events from the
right-hand side of the counter could be jointly analysed without much degradation arising from position dependent
effects, while the left-hand side was severely affected by such effects, calling for a finer segmentation of the calibration
procedure. Such features have probably a local mechanical origin, since all other variables are equal along the counter.

5.3 Position Resolution

In Fig. 8a, the time difference between both strip ends is plotted as a function of X (for Y = ±3 cm) showing an
accurately linear dependency with a slope of 70.9 ps/cm, which corresponds to a signal propagation velocity of
14.1 cm/ns. In Fig. 8b, the time difference distribution is plotted for two trigger positions 5.0 cm apart, yielding a

position accuracy of 12 mm σ. For this measurement, the width of the trigger region in the X direction was reduced to
3 mm via an extra coincidence scintillator.

Figure 9: Several quantities of interest plotted as a function of the applied voltage. a) Time resolution and
efficiency. b) Average amount of fast charge and the amount of timing tails. c) The variation of the
absolute value of the measured time and the slope of the time vs. log(charge) correlation curve.
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Figure 10: Several quantities of interest plotted as a function of the counting rate density. a) Time resolution and
efficiency. b) Average fast charge and amount of timing tails. c) The variation of the absolute value of the
measured time and the slope of the time vs. log(charge) correlation curve. The vertical arrow indicates the
counting rate at which most of the measurements were taken.

5.4 Behavior as a Function of the Applied Voltage
It is interesting to study how some of the quantities mentioned above change as a function of the applied voltage, as

illustrated in Fig. 9.

Figure 9a shows the evolution of the time resolution and efficiency, the later showing a plateau of 98% above

6.1 kV, while the former shows a broad minimum at 52 ps σ close to 6.1 kV. This voltage has been chosen as the
optimum operating point and most of the data presented in the previous sections has been taken at this setting.

Figure 9b shows the evolution of the average fast charge and of the amount of timing tails. The behavior of charge
as a function of voltage was already discussed at length in Ref. [4], and we will not further elaborate on this subject
here. The amount of timing tails decreases with increasing voltage and reaches a plateau of 1% above 5.9 kV.

Figure 9c shows the variation of the absolute measured time and of the time vs. log(charge) correlation slope. As
expected, the measured time shows a negative variation, compatible with a larger value of the avalanches exponential
growth parameter; further details on this subject can be found in Refs. 4,5, and 8. The time vs. log(charge) correlation
slope becomes less steep with increasing voltage, reaching a plateau above 6.3 kV.
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5.5 Behavior as a Function of the Counting Rate
Being that the counting rate capability is an important characteristic of RPCs, several quantities of interest were

studied as a function of rate per unit area, see Fig. 10. The vertical arrow indicates the standard operating point
(140 Hz/cm2) at which most of the measurements presented here were taken.

Figure 10a shows the variation of the time resolution and efficiency. Both quantities are constant below 140 Hz/cm2,
and degraded at larger counting rates. Operation up to 500 Hz/cm2 may be possible if a slight degradation of the counter
performance is accepted (comparable with the performance variations observed as a function of position).

Figure 10b shows the evolution of the average fast charge and the amount of timing tails. The average fast charge
shows a continuous decrease with the increasing counting rate, suggesting a counting-rate induced reduction of the
average electric field in the amplifying gap, while the timing tails remain quite small (less than 4 %) up to 1 kHz/cm2.

Figure 10c shows the variation of the absolute measured time and of the time vs. log(charge) correlation slope. The
average measured time shows a positive variation, compatible with the observed reduction of the gas gain, which is
nevertheless quite small (±10 ps) around the standard operating point, while the slope remains essentially unchanged
around this point. It should be stressed that any variations of these quantities can be taken into account by appropriate
calibration.

The general behavior of the detector characteristics as a function of the counting rate indicates that there is no
degradation of the performance up to 140 Hz/cm2, and a counting rate of 500 Hz/cm2 could be handled if a slight
performance degradation will be acceptable.

Conclusions

We built and tested a large area timing RPC, with an active surface of 160×10 cm2, to be applied in medium (e.g.
Ref. [6]) or low multiplicity (e.g. Ref. [7]) TOF counters. The active area was segmented in two readout strips, each

measuring 160×5 cm2, sensed in both ends by identical custom-made, very high-frequency, front-end electronic
channels [8].

A timing resolution between 50 and 90 ps σ, with an efficiency between 95% and 98% for MIPs, was attained over
the whole active area. The performance could be improved close to the strip ends by correcting the measured time as a

function of the measured avalanche position, thus improving the time resolution range to lie between 50 and 75 ps σ.

The combination of both strip signals into a single amplifier for each end of the detector, doubling the active area
per amplifier, caused absolutely no degradation in the efficiency or in the time resolution of the device. Also no clear
influence from the spacers could be found in a fine-step scan.

The avalanche position along the counter could be determined from the time difference between both strip ends,

yielding a position resolution of 1.2 cm σ along the strips with very good linearity.

Timing tails, defined as the fraction of events whose absolute time deviation from the average was larger than 300
ps, were smaller than 2%, occurring the larger values in the outer edges of the detector and close to the strip ends.

The general behaviour of the detector characteristics as a function of the counting rate indicates that there is no
degradation of the performance up 140 Hz/cm2, and that a counting rate of 500 Hz/cm2 could be handled if a slight
degradation is accepted.

Probably due to structural inhomogeneities, there were considerable variations of the average measured time along
the counter, requiring a calibration procedure segmented every few tens of centimeters. In an experimental array, this
segmentation would be achieved with the help of the counter’s position resolution.

The large inter-strip crosstalk level observed (80%) does not seem to influence the time resolution of the counter,
affecting only its multi-hit capability. It should be considered whether for a given application it is not preferable to base
the detector on multiple layers of single-strip chambers, reaching full geometrical coverage and avoiding any cross-talk.
A multilayer configuration, providing multiple measurements for each particle, would also have the advantages of being
self-calibrating and allow an improved rejection of timing tails
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